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Preparing SWPPPs
Phases

Planning and 
Organization

• Pollution 
prevention 
team

• Evaluate 
existing or 
prepare new 
SWPPP

Assessm ent

• Site map
• Exposed 

materials and 
spills 
inventory

• Identify 
industrial 
activity

• Evaluate 
monitoring 
data

• Investigate 
illicit 
discharges

BMP 
Identification

• Operational
• Source 

control
• Erosion and 

sediment 
control

• Treatment

Im plem entation

• Implement 
BMPs

• Train 
employees

Evaluation/  
Monito ring

• Sampling
• Visual 

inspections
• Maintain and 

update 
records

• Review, 
revise, 
implement 
SWPPP
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R5 steps to guide facilities on how to prepare their Stormwater pollution prevention plan. SWPPP – A documented plan to implement measures to identify, prevent, and control the contamination of stormwater and its discharge to ground or surface water. The SWPPP is a Living document – which means it changes with the facility and shows Ecology that runoff from your facility is taken care of with All known, and reasonable methods of prevention, control, and treatment, or AKART.  Describe purpose of each phaseThe 1st phase, planning and organization is all about identifying the responsibilities of personnel to work on the SWPPP, inspections, maintenance and operations, and availability for emergency situations. This phase is also involves determining if an updated SWPPP is required based on changes to your facility or feedback from an outside entityThe 2nd Phase, assessment, involves describing the site, including inventorying materials, potential and existing sources of pollution, evaluating the existing system, and identifying problem locations. The 3rd phase, BMP identification is about determining what BMPS would be necessary to protect water quality. BMP stands for best management practices and is something of an umbrella term for any practice that to prevent or reduce pollution to waters of the state and ranges from picking up trash to preserving existing vegetation to something that’s a physical stormwater facility such as a detention pond. BMPs are broken down into the categories seen in the flow chart. The 4th phase, implementing BMPs, builds off the last phase and takes the BMPS identified as necessary in the last phase and now places them in action. This step involves training your employees on how to operate and maintain these BMPS as well familiarizing them with the SWPPPP and enacting good housekeeping measures The 5th phase is conducting and evaluating sampling and inspections, keeping track of what occurs on your site, from spills to new construction, and updating records to reflect new changes. This last phase should give you all the information you need to be able to review your SWPPP and identify areas that need revision, complete those revisions, and then implement measures from the SWPPP into your facility.  



• SWPPP Objectives
• Protect environmental quality 
• Permit compliance

• When is a SWPPP required?
• Pollution prevention team

• Identify key personnel

Planning and Organization Phase

SWPPP 
Required • Discharge to waters of the state

Updated 
SWPPP • SWPPP determined to be ineffective

• Significant change in site

Exem ptions • No discharge to waters of the state 
(on-site infiltration)

• Not a significant contributor of 
pollutants
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RObjectivesPrevent violations of surface water quality, groundwater quality, and sediment management standardsPrevent adverse impacts to receiving waters through controlling peak flow rates and volumes of runoffA SWPPP is required for any facility with an industrial stormwater permit, and an industrial SW permit is only required when facilities discharge to surface waters of the state, so facilities discharging to only municipal sewers are exempt. Airports with more than 10,000 annual jet departures are also not covered under a general permit and must apply for an individual NPDES permit . If a facility discharged ONLY to groundwater (NO DISHCARGE TO SURFACE WATERS UNDER ANY CONDITION) via on-site infiltration (UIC not included) and are not a significant contributor of pollutants does not meet permit requirements and therefor does not require a SWPPPAn updated SWPPPP is required if the owner/operator or, the local regulatory authority, or Ecology determines during inspections or investigations that the SWPPP is, or would be, ineffective in eliminating or significantly minimizing pollutants in stormwater discharges from the site or if there is a change in the design, construction, or operation of the site that would significantly change the nature of pollutants or increase the quantity of pollutants. The Permittee shall modify the SWPPP as necessary. New facilitiesDevelop SWPPP and implement prior to beginning operationExisting facilitiesRevise SWPPP if significant facility changes are made that cause the SWPPP to be less effectiveKeep SWPPP on site and make it available to Ecology personnel within two weeks of receiving a requestPollution prevention team examples like a call line, spill cleanup team, etc Have an emergency spill response and cleanup plan preparedDesignated trained personnel available on site or on call at all timesThe responsibilities of this team should address all aspects of the SWPPP



Assessment Phase
Site  Map

Maintenance 
Building

Discharge 
Location(s)

Wetland 
Area

Stormwater 
Ditch

Landfill

Fuel Station Detention 
Ponds

Potential Pollution 
Sources

Stormwater 
Features

Port of Bremerton
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RThis is a simplified version of a site map that establishes where pollutants come from on the left and how stormwater is managed is shown on the right side. Stormwater features also establish where pollutants are at risk of entering water bodies. Your site maps will be much more complex and can be broken down into several maps depending on your needs. Here are key items you want to include (see list below)Site Map FeaturesNames of significant features.Stormwater drainage and discharge structures. An outline of the stormwater drainage areas for each stormwater discharge point (including discharges to ground water). Buildings and paved areas.Areas of pollutant contact (actual or potential). Surface water locations (including wetlands and drainage ditches).Areas of existing and potential soil erosion in a significant amount.Vehicle (trucks, vans, forklifts, etc.) service areas.



• Materials inventory
• Describe how materials are handled, treated, 

stored, and disposed
• Past spills and leaks of pollutants

• Industrial areas
• Pollutant-generating activities/areas

• Existing systems
• Drainage system components

Assessment Phase
Inventories

Undocumented 
Storm Pipe

Construction 
Area

Known Storm 
Pipe

Assumed 
Outfall

Resulting 
Flooding
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RSignificant Materials includes those stored indoors that can be tracked outside as well as any material handled, stored, or disposed of that can be exposed to rain or snowmelt result in pollution.Location, quantity, and materials handled in the pastInclude past spills and leaks: 3 years prior to effective permit dateIdentify in your SWPPP activities occurring on your site that can results in pollutants entering the ecosystem Example of industrial activities: petroleum transfer area, equipment maintenance, galvanized or copper roofsExisting systems are complicated to inventory especially if your airport has a history that may be undocumented. It is worth your while to get GPR or surveys to identify all pipes, outfalls, connections, etc and compare to as-builts to determine the function, direction and gain a comprehensive understanding of your stormwater management system.  Bremerton Case Study Thought blue pipe was going to a different drain to the right in this photo (as spec said) and had no reason to question it until they got to excavation for construction the South Hangar project Phase 1 to create a new paved apron and 3 large corporate hangar pads and a new taxiway connector Undocumented pipe - they were looking at docs and assuming that stormwater flows other way, had to clue what that pipe did and it was uncovered in August, and they assumed it was a leftover from a 2009 expansion project. This pipe just ended in a small swale, and it seemed to serve no purpose so rather than have it be an issue for asphalt on top, they cut it about where red and blue intersect and capped it, but where they thought SW was going (documented outfall) didn’t exist, so when heavy rains hit 3 months later it flooded up to a hangar and everything backed up. It turns out that pipe was the outfall for a CB, and with the cap blocking stormwater outflow, the water backed up to the lowest elevation catch basins along the length of that underground stormwater pipe. As a result, had to redesign and would dig up new asphalt and trench it (this pipe is almost 30 feet down) so this summer they will create another bypass for the main SW line. 



BMP Identification Phase
Unique  Considerations fo r Airpo rts

Wildlife Concerns/Subsurface BMPs
Groundwater Table

Oil Treatment

New 
Industrial Site

Storm Pond

Port of Bremerton
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JWildlifeNetting, bird balls, subsurface What is best for youSubsurface maintenanceDredgingFilter replacementOil/water – sump or separator



Implementation Phase
Managing Po llutant Sources

• Source control BMPs
• Controlled access
• Secondary containment
• Managing FOD
• Right BMP for right location

• Implementation schedule
• Non-capital BMPs: 2-weeks
• Capital BMPs: 6 months

Common 
Pollutant Sources

• De-icing material
• Fuel
• Vehicle washing 
• Engine oil/brake fluid
• Roof runoff
• Pesticides
• Soil erosion
• Oils and grease
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JContainmentLocking cabinetSecondary containmentImpervious area that can contain full spill volumeFOD – foreign object debrisNon-capital – maintenance, spill preventionCapital – 6-months after “completing implementation plan” – detention pond, pavement, building



• Standard precautions 
• Designated fueling area
• Usage tracking
• Underground vs. above ground

• When draining to storm system
• Oil/water separator

• API design (older approach)
• Inclined plate
• Floating absorbents (straw bag or other)

• Dead-end sump

Implementation Phase
Fueling
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JBelow groundPermittingInsurance coverageDanger of fueling facility shut downCan require soil remediation or ongoing monitoring



Evaluation/Monitoring Phase 
Requirem ents

• Sampling is key indicator that SWPPP is working
• Monitoring plan 

• Sample from points with greatest pollutant exposure
• Must be a qualifying storm event
• Visual monitoring 

• Example from Port of Bremerton
• Increased monitoring requirements
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JQualifying event: 0.1 inch rainfall/24 hours AND preceded by at least 24 hours of no precipitationInterpretation of SWPPP – new manager wanted to see more to meet intent of SWPPPVisual monitoringTurbidityClient who has seen chunks of de-icing gel



Resources
• Personal Resources

• WAMA networking
• DOE relationships 

• Technical Resources
• WSDOT Aviation Stormwater Design 

Manual 
• DOE SWPPP for Industrial Facilities 

Guidance Manual
• Industrial Stormwater General Permit  
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RTechnical resources include really detailed, in depth info but can be complicated and confusing to sift throughBuilding a working relationship with experts in WAMA or the Department of Ecology can we so valuable as well. The WAMA network allows you to send in questions that will be included in a newsletter that others can see so we can help each other. We all have the common goal of protecting the environment and doing the best we can with what we have. we understand ecology is in a position of enforcing permits and requirements onto permittees, but don’t be afraid to ask questions and seek help to ensure compliance, show ecology with your SWPPP that you are doing all you can. Bottom line is this is a team effort! Make relationships, ask questions, think comprehensively 



Questions?

Ronnie Piechowski, EIT
Project Engineer
Osborn Consulting
ronniep@osbornconsulting.com

Josh Van Wie, PE
Project Manager
Osborn Consulting
joshv@osbornconsulting.com
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Potential additional slidesMaintaining BMPs – e.g. overgrown swalesChanges to Ecology/permit standards
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